
Yarn: BIO MERINO col. 2458 green e col. 5882 red.

The Bio Merino yarn is always worked 
doubled: in Garter stitch Striped in 
Round, we worked col. green with 
col. green and col. red with col. red. 
In Cable Stitch in Round, we used one 
string of  col. green and one string of  
col. red and worked it together.  

Needles: circular n. 6,5 

Weight: 120 g/4,23 oz. (2 balls of col. 2458 green 
and 2 balls of col. 5882 red)

One size.
Stitches used: Cable in Round, Garter Stitch 
Striped in Round.

Explanation of  Cable in Round:
worked over even number of stitches.

1st- 3rd- 5th round: *purl 5, knit 8, repeat always 
from *to*, finish with purl 5.
2nd round and all even numbered rounds:  
work stitches as they are.
7th round: *purl 5, cable 8 in front (= CF8= slip  
next 4 stitches onto cable needle and leave in front 
of work, knit 4, knit stitches from the cable needle)*, 
purl 5.
9th round: repeat from first round.

Explanation of  Garter Stitch Striped in 
Round:

1st round (col. 5882 red): * knit 3, purl 3*, 
repeat always from *to*, finish with knit 3.
2nd round (col. 5882 red): * purl 3, knit 3*, 
repeat always from *to*, finish with purl 3.
3rd round (col. 2458 green): * knit 3, purl 3*, 
repeat always from *to*, finish with knit 3.
4th round (col. 2458 green): * purl 3, knit 3*, 
repeat always from *to*, finish with purl 3.

Gauge: 10 cm x 10 cm (4 in. x 4 in.):  
15 stitches and 28 rows. 

An accessory as classic as essential during the coldest months, 
casual and chic at the same time. Realized with circular  
needles and a funny stitches game and contrasting colors,  
in soft and colorful Bio Merino. Pure Biologic Wool  
in a very original design ball.
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Knitting the hat
The hat measures 47 cm (18.5 in.) in 
circumference and 27 cm (10.75 in.) in height.

Using circular needle n. 6.5 and Bio Merino 
yarn col. 5882 red doubled, cast on 63 
stitches and cast off in round. Work in Garter 
stitch Striped in Round for 28 rounds, 
making two rounds in col. 5882 red and 
two rounds in col. 2458 green, as written in 
explanation of this stitch. 
Now, working together one string of col. 
5882 red and one string of col. 2458 green, 
make one round in stockinette stitch, 
increasing 15 stitches (distributed evenly on 
all the circumference). 
Continue in Cable in Round, in total 
we will work 6 braids distributed on the 
circumference of the hat. The Bio Merino is 
always worked doubled, using one string 
of col. 5882 red and one string of col. 2458 
green.
Once 3 weavings are done (24 round in 
Cable in Round), continue working in purl 
stitches in purl, in knit stitches in knit.
Simultaneously, decrease 6 stitches every 2 
rounds twice in reversed stockinette stitch. 
Then decrease 6 stitches every 2 rounds 3 
times in stockinette stitch. At the total height 
of 27 cm (10.75 in.) bind off.
At the top of the hat, sew by passing the 
thread between the remaining stitches, 
tighten and cast off on the reverse side of 
the work.
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